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Abstract
We consider the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam-Tsingou (FPUT) chain composed by N " 1 parti-
cles and periodic boundary conditions, and endow the phase space with the Gibbs measure
at small temperature β´1. Given a fixed 1 ď m ! N , we prove that the first m integrals
of motion of the periodic Toda chain are adiabatic invariants of FPUT (namely they are
approximately constant along the Hamiltonian flow of the FPUT) for times of order β1´2ε,
@ε ą 0, for initial data in a set of large measure.
We also prove that special linear combinations of the harmonic energies are adiabatic in-
variants of the FPUT on the same time scale, whereas they become adiabatic invariants for
all times for the Toda dynamics.
Keywords: Fermi-Pasta-Ulam-Tsingou chain, Toda chain, adiabatic invariants, Gibbs mea-
sure.
1 Introduction and main results
The FPUT chain with N particles is the system with Hamiltonian
HF pp,qq “
N´1ÿ
j“0
p2j
2
`
N´1ÿ
j“0
VF pqj`1 ´ qjq , VF pxq “ x
2
2
´ x
3
6
` bx
4
24
, (1.1)
which we consider with periodic boundary conditions qN “ q0 , pN “ p0 and b ą 0. We observe
that any generic nearest neighborhood quartic potential can be set in the form of VF pxq through
a canonical change of coordinates. Over the last 60 years the FPUT system has been the object
of intense numerical and analytical research. Nowadays it is well understood that the system
displays, on a relatively short time scale, an integrable-like behavior, first uncovered by Fermi,
Pasta, Ulam and Tsingou [13] and later interpreted in terms of closeness to a nonlinear integrable
system by some authors, e.g. the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation by Zabusky and Kruskal [40],
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the Boussinesq equation by Zakharov [41], and the Toda chain by Manakov first [30], and then
by Ferguson, Flaschka and McLauglin [12]. On larger time scales the system displays instead an
ergodic behavior and approaches its micro-canonical equilibrium state (i.e. measure), unless the
energy is so low to enter a KAM-like regime [24, 25, 35].
In the present work we give a quantitative result of the integrable behavior of the FPUT
system that hold in the thermodynamic limit. Namely we show that a family of first integrals
of the Toda system are adiabatic invariants (namely almost constant quantities) for the FPUT
system. We bound their variation for times of order β1´2ε, ε ą 0, where β is the inverse of the
temperature of the chain. Such estimates hold for a large set of initial data with respect to the
Gibbs measure of the chain and they are uniform in the number of particles, thus they persist
in the thermodynamic limit. In this way we show that the FPUT chain has, in measure, an
integrable-like behaviour on time scales of order β1´2ε, thus we give an insight of the so-called
FPUT paradox.
In the last few years, there has been a lot of activity in the problem of constructing adiabatic
invariants of nonlinear chain systems in the thermodynamic limit, see [8, 9, 17, 18, 28, 29]. In
particular adiabatic invariants in measure for the FPUT chain have been recently introduced
by Maiocchi, Bambusi, Carati [28] by considering the FPUT chain a perturbation of the linear
harmonic chain. Our approach is based on the remark [12,30] that the FPUT chain (1.1) can be
regarded as a perturbation of the (nonlinear) Toda chain [38]
HT pp,qq :“ 1
2
N´1ÿ
j“0
p2j `
N´1ÿ
j“0
VT pqj`1 ´ qjq , VT pxq “ e´x ` x´ 1 , (1.2)
which we consider again with periodic boundary conditions qN “ q0 , pN “ p0. The equations of
motion of (1.1) and (1.2) take the form
9qj “ BHBpj “ pj , 9pj “ ´
BH
Bqj “ V
1pqj`1 ´ qjq ´ V 1pqj ´ qj´1q, j “ 0, . . . , N ´ 1, (1.3)
where H stands for HF or HT and V for VF and VT respectively.
According to the values of b in (1.1), the Toda chain is either an approximation of the FPUT
chain of third order (for b ‰ 1), or fourth order (for b “ 1). We remark that the Toda chain is
the only nonlinear integrable FPUT-like chain [11, 36].
The Toda chain admits several families of N integrals of motion in involution (e.g. [15,23,39]).
Among the various families of integrals of motion, the ones constructed by Henon [21] and
Flaschka [14] are explicit and easy to compute, being the trace of the powers of the Lax matrix
associated to the Toda chain. In the following we refer to them simply as Toda integrals and
denote them by J pkq, 1 ď k ď N (see (2.12)).
As the J pkq’s are conserved along the Toda flow, and the FPUT chain is a perturbation of
the Toda one, the Toda integrals are good candidates to be adiabatic invariants when computed
along the FPUT flow. This intuition is supported by several numerical simulations, the first by
Ferguson-Flaschka-McLaughlin [12] and more recently by other authors [4, 6, 10, 19, 34]. Such
simulations show that the variation of the Toda integrals along the FPUT flow is very small on
long times for initial data of small specific energy. In particular, the numerical results in [4,6,19]
suggest that such phenomenon should persists in the thermodynamic limit and for “generic”
initial conditions.
Our first result is a quantitative, analytical proof of this phenomenon. More precisely, we fix
an arbitrary m P N and provided N and β sufficiently large, we bound the variations of the first
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m Toda integrals computed along the flow of FPUT, for times of order
β1´2ε
ppb´ 1q2 ` C1β´1q
1
2
, (1.4)
where ε ą 0 is arbitrary small and C1 is a positive constant, independent of β,N . Such a
bound holds for initial data in a set of large Gibbs measure. Note that the bound (1.4) improves
to β
3
2
´2ε when b “ 1, namely when the Toda chain becomes a fourth order approximation of
the FPUT chain. Such analytical time-scales are compatible with (namely smaller than) the
numerical ones determined in [4–6].
An interesting question is whether the Toda integrals J pkq’s control the normal modes of
FPUT, namely the action of the linearized chain. It turns out that this is indeed the case: we
prove that the quadratic parts J
p2kq
2 (namely the Taylor polynomials of order 2) of the integral
of motions J p2kq, are linear combinations of the normal modes. Namely one has
J p2kq “
N´1ÿ
j“0
pcpkqj Ej `Oppp, pqq3q, (1.5)
where Ej is the j
th normal mode (see (2.19) for its formula), pp, pqq are the discrete Hartley
transform of pp,qq (see definition below in (2.16)) and pcpkq are real coefficients.
So we consider linear combinations of the normal modes of the form
N´1ÿ
j“0
pgjEj (1.6)
where ppgjqj is the discrete Hartley transform of a vector g P RN which has only 2tm2 u`2 nonzero
entries with m independent from N . Our second result shows that linear combinations of the
form (1.6), when computed along the FPUT flow, are adiabatic invariants for the same time
scale as in (1.4).
Actually, exploiting the fact that the Toda integrals are invariant for the Toda dynamics, we
deduce also that the linear combinations in (1.6), when computed along the flow of Toda chain,
are adiabatic invariants for all times. This is our third result.
Examples of linear combinations (1.6) that we control are
Nÿ
j“1
sin2ℓ
ˆ
jπ
N
˙
Ej ,
Nÿ
j“1
cos2ℓ
ˆ
jπ
N
˙
Ej , @ℓ “ 0, . . . ,
Ym
2
]
. (1.7)
These linear combinations weight in different ways low and high energy modes.
Our results are mainly based on two ingredients. The first one is a detailed study of the
algebraic properties of the Toda integrals. The second ingredient comes from adapting to our
case, methods of statistical mechanics developed by Carati [8] and Carati-Maiocchi [9], and also
in [17, 18, 28, 29].
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2 Statement of results
2.1 Toda integrals as adiabatic invariants for FPUT
We come to a precise statements of the main results of the present paper. We consider the FPUT
chain (1.1) and the Toda chain (1.2) in the subspace
M :“
#
pp,qq P RN ˆ RN :
N´1ÿ
j“0
qj “ L ,
N´1ÿ
j“0
pj “ 0
+
, (2.1)
which is invariant for the dynamics. Here L is a positive constant.
Since both HF and HT depend just on the relative distance between qj`1 and qj , it is natural
to introduce on M the variables rj ’s as
rj :“ qj`1 ´ qj , 0 ď j ď N ´ 1 , (2.2)
which are naturally constrained to
N´1ÿ
j“0
rj “ 0 , (2.3)
due to the periodic boundary condition qN “ q0. We observe that the change of coordinates
(2.2) together with the condition (2.3) is well defined on the phase space M, but not on the
whole phase space RN ˆ RN . In these variables the phase space M reads
M :“
#
pp, rq P RN ˆ RN :
N´1ÿ
j“0
rj “
N´1ÿ
j“0
pj “ 0
+
. (2.4)
We endow M by the Gibbs measure of HF at temperature β
´1, namely we put
dµF :“ 1
ZF pβq e
´βHF pp,rq δ
˜
N´1ÿ
j“0
rj “ 0
¸
δ
˜
N´1ÿ
j“0
pj “ 0
¸
dp dr, (2.5)
where as usual ZF pβq is the partition function which normalize the measure, namely
ZF pβq :“
ż
RNˆRN
e´βHF pp,rq δ
˜
N´1ÿ
j“0
rj “ 0
¸
δ
˜
N´1ÿ
j“0
pj “ 0
¸
dp dr. (2.6)
Given a function f : MÑ C, we will use the probability (2.5) to compute its average xfy, its L2
norm }f}, its variance σ2f defined as
xfy :“ E rf s ”
ż
R2N
fpp, rq dµF , (2.7)
}f}2 :“ E “|f |2‰ ” ż
R2N
|fpp, rq|2 dµF , (2.8)
σ2f :“ }f ´ xfy }2. (2.9)
In order to state our first theorem we must introduce the Toda integrals of motion. It is
well known that the Toda chain is an integrable system [21, 38]. The standard way to prove its
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integrability is to put it in a Lax-pair form. The Lax form was introduced by Flaschka in [14]
and Manakov [30] and it is obtained through the change of coordinates
bj :“ ´pj , aj :“ e 12 pqj´qj`1q ” e´ 12 rj , 0 ď j ď N ´ 1 . (2.10)
By the geometric constraint (2.3) and the momentum conservation
řN´1
j“0 pj “ 0 (see (2.1)), such
variables are constrained by the conditions
N´1ÿ
j“0
bj “ 0,
N´1ź
j“0
aj “ 1 .
The Lax operator for the Toda chain is the periodic Jacobi matrix [39]
Lpb, aq :“
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝˚
b0 a0 0 . . . aN´1
a0 b1 a1
. . .
...
0 a1 b2
. . . 0
...
. . .
. . .
. . . aN´2
aN´1 . . . 0 aN´2 bN´1
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
. (2.11)
We introduce the matrix A “ L` ´ L´ where for a square matrix X we call X` the upper
triangular part of X
pX`qij “
"
Xij , i ď j
0, otherwise
and in a similar way by X´ the lower triangular part of X
pX´qij “
"
Xij , i ě j
0, otherwise.
A straightforward calculation shows that the Toda equations of motions (1.3) are equivalent to
dL
dt
“ rA,Ls.
It then follows that the eigenvalues of L are integrals of motion in involutions.
In particular, the trace of powers of L,
J pmq :“ 1
m
Tr pLmq , @1 ď m ď N (2.12)
are N independent, commuting, integrals of motions in involution. Such integrals were first
introduced by Henon [21] (with a different method), and we refer to them as Toda integrals. We
give the first few of them explicitly, written in the variables pp, rq:
J p1qppq :“ ´
N´1ÿ
i“0
pi, J
p2qpp, rq :“
N´1ÿ
i“0
„
p2i
2
` e´ri

,
J p3qpp, rq :“ ´
N´1ÿ
i“0
„
1
3
p3i ` ppi ` pi`1qe´ri

,
J p4qpp, rq :“
N´1ÿ
i“0
„
1
4
p4i ` pp2i ` pipi`1 ` p2i`1qe´ri `
1
2
e´2ri ` e´ri´ri`1

.
(2.13)
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Note that J p2q coincides with the Toda Hamiltonian HT .
Our first result shows that the Toda integral J pmq, computed along the Hamiltonian flow φtHF
of the FPUT chain, is an adiabatic invariant for long times and for a set of initial data in a set
of large Gibbs measure. Here the precise statement:
Theorem 2.1. Fix m P N. There exist N0, β0, C0, C1 ą 0 (depending on m), such that for any
N ą N0, β ą β0, 0 ă ε ă 14 , one has
P
ˆˇˇˇ
J pmq ˝ φtHF ´ J pmq
ˇˇˇ
ą σJpmq
βε
˙
ď C0
β2ε
, (2.14)
for every time t fulfilling
|t| ď β
1´2ε´
pb´ 1q2 ` C1β´1
¯1{2 . (2.15)
In (2.14) P stands for the probability with respect to the Gibbs measure (2.5).
We observe that the time scale (2.15) increases to β
3
2
´ε for b “ 1, namely if the Toda chain
is a fifth order approximation of the FPUT chain.
Remark 2.2. We observe that our estimates in (2.14) and (2.15) are independent from the
number of particles N . Therefore we can claim that the result of theorem 2.1 holds true in the
thermodynamic limit, i.e. when limNÑ8
xHF y
N
“ e ą 0 where xHF y is the average over the Gibbs
measure (2.5) of the FPUT Hamiltonian HF . The same observation applies to theorem 2.4 and
theorem 2.5 below.
Our Theorem 2.1 gives a quantitative, analytical proof of the adiabatic invariance of the Toda
integrals, at least for a set of initial data of large measure. It is an interesting question whether
other integrals of motion of the Toda chain are adiabatic invariants for the FPUT chain. Natural
candidates are the actions and spectral gaps.
Action-angle coordinates and the related Birkhoff coordinates (a cartesian version of action-
angle variables) were constructed analytically by Henrici and Kappeler [22, 23] for any finite N ,
and by Bambusi and one of the author [1] uniformly in N , but in a regime of specific energy
going to 0 when N goes to infinity (thus not the thermodynamic limit).
The difficulty in dealing with these other sets of integrals is that they are not explicit in the
physical variables pp, rq. As a consequence, it appears very difficult to compute their averages
with respect to the Gibbs measure of the system.
Despite these analytical challenges, recent numerical simulations by Goldfriend and Kurchan
[19] suggest that the spectral gaps of the Toda chain are adiabatic invariants for the FPUT chain
for long times also in the thermodynamic limit.
2.2 Packets of normal modes
Our second result concerns adiabatic invariance of some special linear combination of normal
modes. To state the result, we first introduce the normal modes through the discrete Hartley
transform. Such transformation, which we denote by H, is defined as
p :“ Hp, Hj,k :“ 1?
N
ˆ
cos
ˆ
2π
jk
N
˙
` sin
ˆ
2π
jk
N
˙˙
, j, k “ 0, . . . , N ´ 1 (2.16)
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and one easily verifies that it fulfills
H2 “ 1, H⊺ “ H. (2.17)
The Hartley transform is closely related to the classical Fourier transform F , whose matrix
elements are Fj,k :“ 1?N e´i2πjk{N , as one has H “ ℜF ´ ℑF . The advantage of the Hartley
transform is that it maps real variables into real variables, a fact which will be useful when
calculating averages of quadratic Hamiltonians (see Section 5.2).
A consequence of (2.16) is that the change of coordinates
R
N ˆ RN Ñ RN ˆ RN , pp,qq ÞÑ pp, pqq :“ pHp,Hqq
is a canonical one. Due to
ř
j pj “ 0,
ř
j qj “ L, one has also p0 “ 0, pq0 “ L{?N . In these
variables the quadratic part H2 of the Toda Hamiltonian (1.1), i.e. its Taylor expansion of order
two nearby the origin, takes the form
H2pp, pqq :“ N´1ÿ
j“1
p2j ` ω2j pq2j
2
, ωj :“ 2 sin
ˆ
π
j
N
˙
. (2.18)
We observe that (2.18) is exactly the Hamiltonian of the Harmonic Oscillator chain. We define
Ej :“
p2j ` ω2j pq2j
2
, j “ 1, . . . , N ´ 1 , (2.19)
the jth normal mode.
To state our second result we need the following definition:
Definition 2.3 (m-admissible vector). Fix m P N and rm :“ Xm
2
\
, where
X
m
2
\
is the integer part
of m
2
. For any N ą m, a vector x P RN is said to be m-admissible if there exits a non zero
vector y “ py0, y1, . . . , yĂmq P RĂm`1 with K´1 ď řj |yj | ď K, K independent from N , such that
xk “ xN´k “ yk, for 0 ď k ď rm and xk “ 0 otherwise.
We are ready to state our second result, which shows that special linear combinations of
normal modes are adiabatic invariants for the FPUT dynamics for long times. Here the precise
statement:
Theorem 2.4. Fix m P N and let g “ pg0, . . . , gN´1q P RN be a m-admissible vector (according
to Definition 2.3). Define
Φ :“
N´1ÿ
j“0
pgjEj , (2.20)
where pg is the discrete Hartley transform (2.16) of g, and Ej is the harmonic energy (2.19).
Then there exist N0, β0, C0, C1 ą 0 (depending on m), such that for any N ą N0, β ą β0,
0 ă ε ă 1
4
, one has
P
ˆˇˇ
Φ ˝ φtHF ´ Φ
ˇˇ ą σΦ
βε
˙
ď C0
β2ε
, (2.21)
for every time t fulfilling (2.15).
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Again when b “ 1 the time scale improves by a factor β 12 .
Finally we consider the Toda dynamics generated by the Hamiltonian HT in (1.2). In this
case we endow M in (2.4) by the Gibbs measure of HT at temperature β
´1, namely we put
dµT :“ 1
ZT pβq e
´βHT pp,rq δ
˜ÿ
j
rj “ 0
¸
δ
˜ÿ
j
pj “ 0
¸
dp dr, (2.22)
where as usual ZT pβq is the partition function which normalize the measure, namely
ZT pβq :“
ż
RNˆRN
e´βHT pp,rq δ
˜ÿ
j
rj “ 0
¸
δ
˜ÿ
j
pj “ 0
¸
dp dr. (2.23)
We prove that the quantity (2.20), computed along the Hamiltonian flow φtHT of the Toda
chain, is an adiabatic invariant for all times and for a large set of initial data:
Theorem 2.5. Fix m P N; let g P RN be an m-admissible vector and define Φ as in (2.20).
Then there exist N0, β0, C ą 0 such that for any N ą N0, β ą β0, 0 ă ε ă 12 , one has
P
ˆˇˇ
Φ ˝ φtHT ´ Φ
ˇˇ ą σΦ
βε
˙
ď C
β1´2ε
, (2.24)
for all times.
Remark 2.6. It is easy to verify that the functions Φ in (2.20) are linear combinations of
N´1ÿ
j“0
cos
ˆ
2ℓjπ
N
˙
Ej , ℓ “ 0, . . . ,
Ym
2
]
(2.25)
(choose gℓ “ gN´ℓ “ 1, gj “ 0 otherwise). Then, using the multi-angle trigonometric formula
cosp2nxq “ p´1qnT2npsinxq, cosp2nxq “ T2npcos xq,
where the Tn’s are the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind, it follows that we can control (1.7).
Let us comment about the significance of Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 2.5. The study of the
dynamics of the normal modes of FPUT goes back to the pioneering numerical simulations of
Fermi, Pasta, Ulam and Tsingou [13]. They observed that, corresponding to initial data with only
the first normal mode excited, namely initial data with E1 ‰ 0 and Ej “ 0 @j ‰ 1, the dynamics
of the normal modes develops a recurrent behavior, whereas their time averages 1
t
şt
0
Ej ˝φτHF dτ
quickly relaxed to a sequence exponentially localized in j. This is what is known under the name
of FPUT packet of modes.
Subsequent numerical simulations have investigated the persistence of the phenomenon for
large N and in different regimes of specific energies [4,6,7,16,26,31] (see also [2] for a survey of
results about the FPUT dynamics).
Analytical results controlling packets of normal modes along the FPUT system are proven
in [1, 3]. All these results deal with specific energies going to zero as the number of particles
go to infinity, thus they do not hold in the thermodynamic limit. Our result controls linear
combination of normal modes and holds in the thermodynamic limit.
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2.3 Ideas of the proof
The starting point of our analysis is to estimate the probability that the time evolution of an
observable Φptq, computed along the Hamiltonian flow of H , slightly deviates from its initial
value. In our application Φ is either the Toda integral of motion or a special linear combination
of the harmonic energies and H is either the FPUT or Toda Hamiltonian. Quantitatively,
Chebyshev inequality gives
P
´
|Φptq ´ Φp0q| ą λσΦp0q
¯
ď 1
λ2
σ2
Φptq´Φp0q
σ2
Φp0q
, @λ ą 0. (2.26)
So our first task is to give an upper bound on the variance σΦptq´Φp0q and a lower bound on the
variance σΦp0q. Regarding the former bound we exploit the Carati-Maiocchi inequality [9]
σ2Φptq´Φp0q ď
@tΦ, Hu2D t2, @t P R, (2.27)
where tΦ, Hu, denotes the canonical Poisson bracket
tΦ, Hu :“ pBqΦq⊺BpH ´ pBpΦq⊺BqH ”
N´1ÿ
i“0
BqiΦ BpiH ´ BpiΦ BqiH. (2.28)
Next we fix m P N, consider the m-th Toda integral J pmq, and prove that the quotient@tJ pmq, HF u2D
σ2
Jpmq
(2.29)
scales appropriately in β (as β Ñ 8) and it is bounded uniformly in N (provided N is large
enough). It is quite delicate to prove that the quotient in (2.29) is bounded uniformly in N and
for the purpose we exploit the rich structure of the Toda integral of motions.
This manuscript is organized as follows. In section 2 we study the structure of the Toda
integrals. In particular we prove that for any m P N fixed, and N sufficiently large, the m-th
Toda integral J pmq can be written as a sum 1
m
řN
j“1 h
pmq
j where each term depends only on at
most m consecutive variables, moreover h
pmq
j and h
pmq
k have disjoint supports if the distance
between j and k is larger than m. Then we make the crucial observation that the quadratic
part of the Toda integrals J pmq are quadratic forms in p and q generated by symmetric circulant
matrices. In section 3 we approximate the Gibbs measure with the measure were all the variable
are independent random variables. and we calculate the error of our approximation. In section
4 we obtain a bound on the variance of J pmqptq ´ J pmqp0q with respect to the FPUT flow and a
bound of linear combination of harmonic energies with respect to the FPUT flow and the Toda
flow. Finally in section 5 we prove our main results, namely Theorem 2.1, Theorem 2.4 and
Theorem 2.5. We describe in the Appendices the more technical results.
3 Structure of the Toda integrals of motion
In this section we study the algebraic and the analytic properties of the Toda integrals defined
in (2.12). First we write them explicitly:
Theorem 3.1. For any 1 ď m ď N ´ 1, one has
J pmq “ 1
m
Nÿ
j“1
h
pmq
j , (3.1)
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where h
pmq
j :“ rLmsjj is given explicitly by
h
pmq
j pp, rq “
ÿ
pn,kqPApmq
p´1q|k| ρpmqpn,kq
Ăm´1ź
i“´Ăm e
´nirj`i
Ăm´1ź
i“´Ăm`1 p
ki
j`i , (3.2)
where it is understood rj ” rjmodN , pj ” pjmodN and Apmq is the set
Apmq :“
!
pn,kq P NZ0 ˆ NZ0 :
Ăm´1ÿ
i“´Ăm p2ni ` kiq “ m,
@i ě 0, ni “ 0ñ ni`1 “ ki`1 “ 0,
@i ă 0, ni`1 “ 0ñ ni “ ki “ 0
)
.
(3.3)
The quantity rm :“ tm{2u, N0 “ NY t0u and ρpmqpn,mq P N is given by
ρpmqpn,kq :“
ˆ
n´1 ` n0 ` k0
k0
˙ˆ
n´1 ` n0
n0
˙ Ăm´1ź
i“´Ăm
i‰´1
ˆ
ni ` ni`1 ` ki`1 ´ 1
ki`1
˙ˆ
ni ` ni`1 ´ 1
ni`1
˙
.
(3.4)
We give the proof of this theorem in Appendix D.
Remark 3.2. The structure of J pNq is slightly different, but we will not use it here.
We now describe some properties of the Toda integrals which we will use several times. The
Hamiltonian density h
pmq
j pp, rq depends on set Apmq and the coefficient ρpmqpn,kq which are
independent from the index j. This implies that h
pmq
j is obtained by h
pmq
1 just by shifting 1Ñ j;
we formalize this property below with the notion of cyclic functions.
A second immediate property, as one sees inspecting the formulas (3.3) and (3.4), is that
there exists Cpmq ą 0 (depending only on m) such that
|Apmq| ď Cpmq, ρpmqpn,kq ď Cpmq, (3.5)
namely the cardinality of the setApmq and the values of the coefficients ρpmqpn,kq are independent
of N .
The last elementary property, which follows from the condition 2|n| ` |k| “ m in (3.3), is
that
m even ùñ hpmqj contains only even polynomials in p,
m odd ùñ hpmqj contains only odd polynomials in p.
(3.6)
Now we describe three other important properties of the Toda integrals, which are less trivial
and require some preparation. Such properties are
piq cyclicity;
piiq uniformly bounded support;
piiiq the quadratic parts of the Toda integrals are represented by circulant matrices.
We first define each of these properties rigorously, and then we show that the Toda integrals
enjoy them.
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Cyclicity. Cyclic functions are characterized by being invariant under left and right cyclic
shift. For any ℓ P Z, and x “ px1, x2, . . . , xN q P RN we define the cyclic shift of order ℓ as the
map
Sℓ : R
N Ñ RN , pSℓxqj :“ xpj`ℓqmodN . (3.7)
For example S1 and S´1 are the left respectively right shifts:
S1px1, x2, . . . , xN q :“ px2, . . . , xN , x1q, S´1px1, x2, . . . , xN q :“ pxN , x1, . . . , xN´1q.
It is immediate to check that for any ℓ, ℓ1 P Z, cyclic shifts fulfills:
Sℓ ˝ Sℓ1 “ Sℓ`ℓ1 , S´1ℓ “ S´ℓ, S0 “ 1, Sℓ`N “ Sℓ. (3.8)
Consider now a a function H : RN ˆ RN Ñ C; we shall denote SℓH : RN ˆ RN Ñ C as the
operator
pSℓHqpp, rq :“ HpSℓp, Sℓrq, @pp, rq P RN ˆ RN . (3.9)
Clearly Sℓ is a linear operator. We can now define cyclic functions:
Definition 3.3 (Cyclic functions). A function H : RN ˆ RN Ñ C is called cyclic if S1H “ H.
It is clear from the definition that a cyclic function fulfills SℓH “ H @ℓ P Z.
It is easy to construct cyclic functions as follows: given a function h : RN ˆ RN Ñ C we define
the new function H by
Hpp, rq :“
N´1ÿ
ℓ“0
pSℓhqpp, rq. (3.10)
H is clearly cyclic and we say that H is generated by h.
Support. Given a differentiable function F : RN ˆ RN Ñ C, we define its support as the set
suppF :“
"
ℓ P t0, . . . , N ´ 1u : BFBpℓ ı 0 or
BF
Brℓ ı 0
*
(3.11)
and its diameter as
diam psuppF q :“ sup
i,jPsuppF
dpi, jq ` 1, (3.12)
where d is the periodic distance
dpi, jq :“ min p|i´ j|, N ´ |i´ j|q . (3.13)
Note that 0 ď dpi, jq ď tN{2u.
We often use the following property: if f is a function with diameter K P N, and K ! N ,
then
dpi, jq ą K ùñ suppSjf X suppSif “ H, (3.14)
where Sj is the shift operator (3.7). With the above notation and definition we arrive to the
following elementary result.
Lemma 3.4. Consider the Toda integral J pmq “ 1
m
řN
j“1 h
pmq
j , 1 ď m ď N in (3.1). Then J pmq
is a cyclic function generated by 1
m
h
pmq
1 , namely
J pmqpp, rq “ 1
m
Nÿ
j“1
Sj´1h
pmq
1 pp, rq. (3.15)
Further, each term h
pmq
j has diameter at most m. In particular h
pmq
j and h
pmq
k have disjoint
supports provided dpj, kq ą m.
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Circulant symmetric matrices. We begin recalling the definition of circulant matrices (see
e.g. [20, Chap. 3]).
Definition 3.5 (Circulant matrix). An N ˆN matrix A is said to be circulant if there exists a
vector a “ pajqN´1j“0 P RN such that
Aj,k “ apj´kqmodN .
We will say that A is represented by the vector a.
In particular circulant matrices have all the form
A “
»——————–
a0 aN´1 . . . a2 a1
a1 a0 aN´1 a2
... a1 a0
. . .
...
aN´2
. . .
. . . aN´1
aN´1 aN´2 . . . a1 a0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
where each row is the right shift of the row above.
Moreover, A is circulant symmetric if and only if its representing vector a is even, i.e. one has
ak “ aN´k , @k. (3.16)
One of the most remarkable property of circulant matrices is that they are all diagonalized by
the discrete Fourier transform (see e.g. [20, Chap. 3]). We show now that circulant symmetric
matrices are diagonalized by the Hartley transform:
Lemma 3.6. Let A be a circulant symmetric matrix represented by the vector a P RN . Then
HAH´1 “
?
N diagtpaj : 0 ď j ď N ´ 1u, (3.17)
where pa “ Ha.
Proof. First remark that a circulant matrix acts on a vector x P RN as a periodic discrete
convolution,
Ax “ a ‹ x, pa ‹ xqj :“
N´1ÿ
k“0
aj´k xk, 0 ď j ď N ´ 1, (3.18)
where it is understood aℓ ” aℓmodN . As the Hartley transform of a discrete convolution is given
by
rHpa ‹ xqsk “
?
N
2
´
ppak ` paN´kqpxk ` ppak ´ paN´kqpxN´kq¯,
we obtain (3.17), using that the Hartley transform maps even vectors (see (3.16)) in even vectors.
Our interest in circulant matrices comes from the following fact: quadratic cyclic functions
are represented by circulant matrices. More precisely consider a quadratic function of the form
Qpp, rq “ 1
2
p⊺Ap` 1
2
r⊺Br` p⊺Cr, (3.19)
where A,B,C are N ˆN matrices. Then one has
Q is cyclic ðñ A,B,C are circulant . (3.20)
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This result, which is well known (see e.g. [20]), follows from the fact that Q cyclic is equivalent
to A,B,C commuting with the left cyclic shift S1, and that the set of matrices which commute
with S1 coincides with the set of circulant matrices.
We conclude this section collecting some properties of Toda integrals. Denote by J
pmq
2 the
Taylor polynomial of order 2 of J pmq at zero; being a quadratic, symmetric, cyclic function, it is
represented by circulant symmetric matrices. We have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.7. Let us consider the Toda integral
J pmqpp, rq “ 1
m
Nÿ
j“1
Sj´1h
pmq
1 pp, rq.
Then h
pmq
1 pp,qq has the following Taylor expansion at p “ r “ 0:
h
pmq
1 pp, rq “ ϕpmq0 ` ϕpmq1 pp, rq ` ϕpmq2 pp, rq ` ϕpmqě3 pp, rq (3.21)
where each ϕ
pmq
k pp, rq is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k “ 0, 1, 2 in p and r of diameter
m and coefficients independent from N . The reminder ϕ
pmq
ě3 pp, rq takes the form
ϕ
pmq
ě3 pp, rq :“
ÿ
pk,nqPApmq
|k|ě3
p´1q|k|ρpmqpn,kqpk
ˆ
1´ n⊺r` 1
2
pn⊺rq2 ` pn
⊺rq3
2
ż 1
0
e´sn
⊺r p1´ sq2 ds
˙
,
(3.22)
with Apmq and ρpmq defined in (3.3) and (3.4) respectively. Moreover the Taylor expansion of
J pmqpp, rq at p “ r “ 0 takes the form
J pmqpp, rq “ J pmq0 ` J pmq2 pp, rq ` J pmqě3 pp, rq, (3.23)
where
- J
pmq
0 “
#
c P R, m even
0 , m odd .
- J
pmq
2 pp, rq is a cyclic function of the form
J
pmq
2 pp, rq “
#
p⊺Apmqp` r⊺Apmqr, m even
p⊺Bpmqr, m odd
(3.24)
with Apmq, Bpmq circulant, symmetric NˆN matrices; their representing vectors apmq, bpmq
are m-admissible (according to Definition 2.3) and
a
pmq
k “ apmqN´k ą 0, bpmqk “ bpmqN´k ą 0, @0 ď k ď rm :“ Ym2 ]. (3.25)
- The reminder J
pmq
ě3 is a cyclic function generated by
ϕ
pmq
ě3
m
.
The proof is postpone to Appendix A. We conclude this section giving the definition of
m-admissible functions and we prove a lemma that characterize them in terms of tJ plq2 uNl“1:
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Definition 3.8. G1, G2 : R
N ˆ RN Ñ RN are called m-admissible functions of the first and
second kind respectively if there exists a m-admissible vector g P RN such that
G1 :“
N´1ÿ
j,l“0
glpjrj`l , G2 :“
N´1ÿ
j,l“0
gl ppjpj`l ` rjrj`lq . (3.26)
Remark 3.9. From definition 3.8 and (3.20) one can deduce that both G1 and G2 can be
represented with circulant and symmetric matrices. Indeed we have that G1 “ p⊺G1r where
pG1qjk “ gpj´kqmodN and similarly for G2.
An immediate, but very useful, corollary of Lemma 3.7 , is the fact that the quadratic parts
of Toda integrals are a basis of the vector space of m-admissible functions.
Lemma 3.10. Fix m P N and let G1 and G2 be m-admissible functions of the first and sec-
ond kind defined by a m-admissible vector g P RN . Then there are two unique sequences
tcjuĂmj“0, tdjuĂmj“0, with maxj |cj |, maxj |dj | independent from N , such that:
G1 “
Ămÿ
l“0
clJ
p2l`1q
2 , G2 “
Ămÿ
l“0
dlJ
p2l`2q
2 , (3.27)
where J
pmq
2 is the quadratic part (3.24) of the Toda integrals J
pmq in (3.1).
Proof. We will prove the statement just for functions of the first kind. The proof for functions
of the second kind can be obtained in a similar way. Let J
p2l`1q
2 “ p⊺Bp2l`1qr where the
circulant matrix Bp2l`1q is represented by the vector bp2l`1q and let G1 “ p⊺G1r where pG1qjk “
gpj´kqmodN . Then
G1 “
Ămÿ
l“0
clB
p2l`1q ùñ gk “
Ămÿ
l“0
b
p2l`1q
k cl .
From Lemma 3.7 the matrix B “ rbp2l`1qk sĂmk,l“0 is upper triangular and the diagonal elements
are always different from 0 (see in particular formula (3.25)). This implies that the above linear
system is uniquely solvable for pc0, . . . , cĂmq.
4 Averaging and covariance
In this section we collect some properties of the Gibbs measure dµF in (2.5). The first property
if the invariance with respect to the shift operator. Namely for a function f : RN ˆRN Ñ R; we
have that
xSjfy “ xfy , @j “ 0, . . . , N ´ 1 , (4.1)
which follows from the fact that pSjq˚dµF “ dµF .
It is in general not possible to compute exactly the average of a function with respect to the
Gibbs measure dµF in (2.5). This is mostly due to the fact that the variables p0, . . . , pN´1 and
r0, . . . , rN´1 are not independent with respect to the measure dµF , being constrained by the
conditions
ř
i ri “
ř
i pi “ 0.
We will therefore proceed as in [28], by considering a new measure dµF,θ on the extended
phase space according to which all variables are independent. We will be able to compute
averages and correlations with respect to this measure, and estimate the error derived by this
approximation.
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For any θ P R, we define the measure dµF,θ on the extended space RN ˆ RN by
dµF,θ :“ 1
ZF,θpβq e
´βHF pp,rq e´θ
řN´1
j“0 rj dp dr, (4.2)
where we define ZF,θpβq as the normalizing constant of dµF,θ. We denote the expectation of a
function f with respect to dµF,θ by xfyθ. We also denote by
}f}2θ :“
ż
R2N
|fpp, rq|2 dµF,θ.
If }f}θ ă 8 we say that f P L2pdµF,θq.
The measure dµF,θ depends on the parameter θ P R and we fix it in such a way thatż
R
r e´θr´βVF prq dr “ 0. (4.3)
Following [28], it is not difficult to prove that there exists β0 ą 0 and a compact set I Ă R such
that for any β ą β0, there exists θ “ θpβq P I for which (4.3) holds true. We remark that (4.3) is
equivalent to require that xrjyθ “ 0 for j “ 0, . . . , N ´ 1 and as a consequence
AřN´1
j“0 rj
E
θ
“ 0.
We observe that
AřN´1
j“0 rj
E
“ 0 with respect to the measure dµF .
The main reason for introducing the measure dµF,θ is that it approximates averages with
respect to dµF as the following result shows.
Lemma 4.1. Fix rβ ą 0 and let f : RNˆRN Ñ R have support of size K (according to Definition
3.11) and finite second order moment with respect to dµF,θ, uniformly for all β ą rβ. Then there
exist positive constants C,N0 and β0 such that for all N ą N0, β ą maxtβ0, β˜u one has
|xfy ´ xfyθ| ď C
K
N
b
xf2yθ ´ xfy2θ . (4.4)
The above lemma is an extension to the periodic case of a result from [28], and we shall prove
it in Appendix C. As an example of applications of Lemma 4.1, we give a bound to correlations
functions.
Lemma 4.2. Fix K P N. Let f, g : RN ˆ RN Ñ C such that :
1. f, g and fg P L2pdµF,θq,
2. the supports of f and g have size at most K P N.
Then there exist C,N0, β0 ą 0 such that for all N ą N0, β ą β0
|xfgy ´ xfy xgy| ď 2}f}θ }g}θ ` CK
N
´
}f}θ }g}θ ` }fg}θ
¯
. (4.5)
Moreover, if f and g have disjoint supports, then
|xfgy ´ xfy xgy| ď CK
N
´
}f}θ }g}θ ` }fg}θ
¯
. (4.6)
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Proof. We substitute the measure dµF with dµF,θ and then we control the error by using Lemma
4.1. With this idea, we write
xfgy ´ xfy xgy “ xfgy ´ xfgyθ (4.7)
` xfgyθ ´ xfyθ xgyθ (4.8)
` xfyθ xgyθ ´ xfy xgy , (4.9)
and estimate the different terms. We will often use the inequality
|xfyθ| ď }f}θ , (4.10)
valid for any function f P L2pdµF,θq.
Estimate of (4.7): By Lemma 4.1, and the assumption that fg depends on at most 2K
variables,
|xfgy ´ xfgyθ| ď C
2K
N
b
xpfgq2yθ ´ xfgy2θ ď
C 1K
N
}fg}θ .
Estimate of (4.8): By Cauchy-Schwartz and (4.10) we have
|xfgyθ ´ xfyθ xgyθ| ď 2}f}θ}g}θ . (4.11)
Estimate of (4.9): We decompose further
xfyθ xgyθ ´ xfy xgy “ xgyθ pxfyθ ´ xfyq ` pxgyθ ´ xgyq xfyθ ` pxgyθ ´ xgyq pxfy ´ xfyθq ,
again by Lemma 4.1 and (4.10) we obtain
|xfyθ xgyθ ´ xfy xgy| ď C
K
N
}g}θ}f}θ .
Combining the three bounds above and redefining C “ maxtC,C 1u one obtains (4.5). To prove
(4.6) it is sufficient to observe that if f and g have disjoint supports, then xfgyθ “ xfyθ xgyθ and
consequently (4.8) is equal to zero.
In order to make Lemma 4.2 effective we need to show how to compute averages according
to the measure (4.2).
Lemma 4.3. There exists β0 ą 0 such that for any β ą β0, the following holds true. For
any fixed multi-index k, l,n, s P NN0 and d, d1 P t0, 1, 2u, there are two constants Cp1qk,l P R and
C
p2q
k,l ą 0 such that
C
p1q
k,l
β
|k|`|l|
2
ď
C
pk rl
ˆż 1
0
e´ξn
⊺rp1´ ξq2dξ
˙d ˆż 1
0
e´ξs
⊺rp1´ ξq3dξ
˙d1G
θ
ď C
p2q
k,l
β
|k|`|l|
2
where pk “śNj“1 pkjj and rl “śNj“1 rljj . Moreover:
(i) if ki is odd for some i then C
p1q
k,l “ Cp2qk,l “ 0;
(ii) if ki, li are even for all i then C
p1q
k,l ą 0.
The lemma is proved in Appendix B.
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Remark 4.4. Actually all the results of this section hold true (with different constants) also when
we endow M with the Gibbs measure of the Toda chain in (2.22) and we use as approximating
measure
dµT,θ :“ 1
ZT,θpβq e
´βHT pp,rq e´θ
řN´1
j“0 rj dp dr; (4.12)
here θ is selected in such a way thatż
R
r e´θr´βVT prq dr “ 0. (4.13)
We show in Appendix B that it is always possible to choose θ to fulfill (4.13) (see Lemma B.1)
and we also prove Lemma 4.3 for Toda. In Appendix C we prove Lemma 4.1 for the Toda chain.
5 Bounds on the variance
In this section we prove upper and lower bounds on the variance of the quantities relevant to
prove our main theorems.
5.1 Upper bounds on the variance of J pmq along the flow of FPUT
In this subsection we only consider the case M endowed by the FPUT Gibbs measure. We
denote by J pmqptq :“ J pmq ˝ φtHF the Toda integral computed along the Hamiltonian flow φtHF
of the FPUT Hamiltonian. The aim is to prove the following result:
Proposition 5.1. Fix m P N. There exist N0, β0, C0, C1 ą 0 such that for any N ą N0, β ą β0,
one has
σ2Jpmqptq´Jpmqp0q ď C0N
ˆ pb ´ 1q2
β4
` C1
β5
˙
t2, @t P R. (5.1)
Proof. As explained in the introduction, applying formula (2.27) we get
σ2Jpmqptq´Jpmqp0q ď
A
tJ pmq, HF u2
E
t2, @t P R. (5.2)
Therefore we need to bound
@tJ pmq, HF u2D. For the purpose we rewrite this term in a more
convenient form. Since x¨y is an invariant measure with respect to the Hamiltonian flow of HF ,
one has A
tJ pmq, HF u
E
“ 0. (5.3)
Furthermore, since J pmq is an integral of motion of the Toda Hamiltonian HT , we have!
J pmq, HT
)
“ 0. (5.4)
We apply identities (5.3) and (5.4) to writeB!
J pmq, HF
)2F
“
B!
J pmq, HF ´HT
)2F
´
A
tJ pmq, HF ´HT u
E2
. (5.5)
The above expression enables us to exploit the fact that the FPUT system is a fourth order
perturbation of the Toda chain. To proceed with the proof we need the following technical result.
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Lemma 5.2. One has
tJ pmq, HF ´HT u “
Nÿ
j“1
H
pmq
j , (5.6)
where the functions H
pmq
j fulfill
(i) H
pmq
j “ Sj´1Hpmq1 @j, moreover the diameter of the support of Hj is at most m;
(ii) there exist N0, β0, C, C
1 ą 0 such that for any N ą N0, β ą β0, any i, j “ 1, . . . , N , the
following estimates hold true:
}Hpmqj }θ ď C
ˆ pb´ 1q2
β4
` C
1
β5
˙1{2
, }Hpmqi Hpmqj }θ ď C
˜
pb´ 1q4
β8
` C
1
β10
¸1{2
. (5.7)
The proof of the lemma is postponed at the end of the subsection.
We are now ready to finish the proof of Proposition 5.1. Substituting (5.6) in (5.5) we obtainB!
J pmq, HF
)2F
“
Nÿ
j,i“1
”A
H
pmq
i H
pmq
j
E
´
A
H
pmq
i
EA
H
pmq
j
Eı
. (5.8)
Therefore estimating
A 
J pmq, HF
(2E
is equivalent to estimate the correlations between H
pmq
i
and H
pmq
j . Exploiting Lemma 4.2 and observing that if dpi, jq ą m then Hpmqi and Hpmqj have
disjoint supports (see Lemma 5.2 piq and (3.14)), we get that there are positive constants that
for convenience we still call C and C 1, such that @N, β large enoughˇˇˇA
H
pmq
i H
pmq
j
E
´
A
H
pmq
i
EA
H
pmq
j
Eˇˇˇ
ď C
ˆ pb ´ 1q2
β4
` C
1
β5
˙
, @i, j, (5.9)ˇˇˇA
H
pmq
i H
pmq
j
E
´
A
H
pmq
i
EA
H
pmq
j
Eˇˇˇ
ď C
N
ˆ pb´ 1q2
β4
` C
1
β5
˙
, @i, j : dpi, jq ą m. (5.10)
From (5.8) we split the sum in two terms:B!
J pmq, HF
)2F
“
ÿ
dpi,jqďm
”A
H
pmq
i H
pmq
j
E
´
A
H
pmq
i
EA
H
pmq
j
Eı
`
ÿ
dpi,jqąm
”A
H
pmq
i H
pmq
j
E
´
A
H
pmq
i
EA
H
pmq
j
Eı
.
We now apply estimates (5.9), (5.10) to getB!
J pmq, HF
)2F
ď NC
ˆ pb´ 1q2
β4
` C
1
β5
˙
`N2
rC
N
ˆ pb ´ 1q2
β4
` C
1
β5
˙
ď NC1
ˆ pb ´ 1q2
β4
` C2
β5
˙
(5.11)
for some positive constants C1 and C2.
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5.1.1 Proof of Lemma 5.2
We start by writing the Poisson bracket tJ pmq, HF ´HT u in an explicit form. First we observe
that for any 1 ď m ă N one has from (2.12)
BJ pmq
Bpj´1 “
1
m
BTr pLmq
Bpj´1 “ Tr
ˆ
Lm´1
BL
Bpj´1
˙
“ ´rLm´1sj,j “ ´hpm´1qj , (5.12)
for all j “ 1, . . . , N . In the above relation hpm´1qj is the generating function of the m´ 1 Toda
integral defined in (3.2).
Next we observe that
HF pp,qq ´HT pp,qq “
N´1ÿ
j“0
Rpqj`1 ´ qjq, Rpxq :“ x
2
2
´ x
3
6
` bx
4
24
´ pe´x ´ 1` xq. (5.13)
This implies also that
!
J pmq, HF ´HT
)
“
Nÿ
j“1
h
pm´1q
j
`
R1prj´2q ´R1prj´1q
˘
“
Nÿ
j“1
phpm´1qj ´ hpm´1qj p0,0qq
`
R1prj´2q ´R1prj´1q
˘ (5.14)
where, to obtain the second identity, we are using that h
pm´1q
j p0,0q is by (3.15) and (3.21) a
constant independent from j and the second term in the last relation is a telescopic sum. Define
H
pmq
j :“
´
h
pm´1q
j pp, rq ´ hpm´1qj p0,0q
¯ `
R1prj´2q ´R1prj´1q
˘
, j “ 1, . . . , N ; (5.15)
then item (i) of Lemma 5.2 follows because clearly H
pmq
j “ Sj´1Hpmq1 . Furthermore, since hpm´1qj
has diameter bounded by m´ 1, the same property applies to Hpmqj .
To prove item piiq we start by expanding R1prj´1q ´ R1prjq in Taylor series with integral
remainder. Since
R1pxq “ pb ´ 1q
6
x3 ` x
4
6
ż 1
0
e´ξxp1´ ξq3dξ ,
we get that
R1prj´2q ´R1prj´1q “ pb´ 1q
6
Sj´1ψ3prq ` 1
6
Sj´1ψ4prq , (5.16)
where explicitly
ψ3prq :“ r3N´1 ´ r30 , (5.17)
ψ4prq :“ r4N´1
ż 1
0
e´ξrN´1p1´ ξq3dξ ´ r40
ż 1
0
e´ξr0p1´ ξq3dξ . (5.18)
Combining (3.21) with (5.16) we rewrite H
pmq
j in (5.15) in the form
H
pmq
j “
Sj´1
6
´
pϕpmq1 ` ϕpmq2 ` ϕpmqě3 q
´
pb ´ 1qψ3 ` ψ4
¯¯
,
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where ϕ
pmq
j , j “ 0, 1, 2, are defined in (3.21). Thus the squared L2 norm of Hj is given by (we
suppress the superscript to simplify the notation)
}Hj}2θ “
1
36
pb´ 1q2
´ 2ÿ
ℓ,ℓ1“1
@
ψ23 ϕℓ ϕℓ1
D
θ
` @ψ23ϕě3 pϕě3 ` 2ϕ1 ` 2ϕ2qDθ ¯ (5.19)
` b´ 1
18
´ 2ÿ
ℓ,ℓ1“1
xψ3ψ4 ϕℓ ϕℓ1yθ ` xψ3ψ4ϕě3 pϕě3 ` 2ϕ1 ` 2ϕ2qyθ
¯
(5.20)
` 1
36
2ÿ
ℓ,ℓ1“1
@
ψ24 ϕℓ ϕℓ1
D
θ
` 1
36
@
ψ24 ϕě3 pϕě3 ` 2ϕ1 ` 2ϕ2q
D
θ
. (5.21)
Consider now the terms in (5.19); by (3.24),(3.22) and (5.17), we know that each element is a
linear combinations of functions of the form
pk rl
ˆż 1
0
e´ξn
⊺rp1 ´ ξq2dξ
˙dˆż 1
0
e´ξs
⊺rp1´ ξq3dξ
˙d1
, (5.22)
with |k|`|l| ě 6`ℓ`ℓ1 ě 8, d, d1 P t0, 1, 2u. The number of these functions and their coefficients
are independent from N (see Lemma 3.7). By Lemma 4.3 it follows that there exists a constant
C ą 0, depending only on m, such that
|r.h.s. of (5.19)| ď C pb´ 1q2 β´4. (5.23)
Analogously, line (5.20) is a linear combination of functions of the form (5.22) with |k| ` |l| ě 9,
d, d1 P t0, 1, 2u. Applying Lemma 4.3 we get the estimate
|(5.20)| ď C 1 |b´ 1|β´9{2 (5.24)
for some constant C 1 ą 0. In a similar way the expression (5.21) is a linear combination of
functions of the form (5.22) with |k| ` |l| ě 10, d, d1 P t0, 1, 2u. Applying Lemma 4.3 we get the
estimate
|(5.21)| ď C2 β´5 , (5.25)
for some constant C2 ą 0. Combining (5.23),(5.24) and (5.25) we obtain estimate (5.7) for }Hj}θ.
The estimate for }Hpmqi Hpmqj }θ can be proved in an analogous way.
5.2 Lower bounds on the variance of m-admissible functions
From now on we consider M endowed with either the FPUT or the Toda Gibbs measure; the
following result holds in both cases.
Proposition 5.3. Fix m P N, let G be an m-admissible function of the first or second kind (see
Definition 3.8). There exist N0, β0, C ą 0 such that for any N ą N0, β ą β0, one has
σ2G “
@
G2
D´ xGy2 ě C N
β2
. (5.26)
Proof. We first prove (5.26) when G “ G1 “ p⊺G1r where G1 is a circulant, symmetric matrix
represented by the m-admissible vector a P RN . We now make the change of coordinates pp, rq “
pHp,Hprq which diagonalizes the matrix G1 (see (3.17)), getting
G1pp,prq “ ?N N´1ÿ
j“0
pgjpjprj .
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So we have just to compute
σ2G1 “ N
C
N´1ÿ
i,j“0
pgjpgipjpipriprj
G
´N
˜C
N´1ÿ
j“0
pgjpjprj
G¸2
“ N
N´1ÿ
i,j“0
pgjpgi xpjpiy xpriprjy ´N
˜
N´1ÿ
j“0
pgj xpjy xprjy
¸2
, (5.27)
where we used that pk, prj are random variables independent from each other.
We notice that p1, p2, . . . , pN´1 are i.i.d. Gaussian random variable with variance β´1, p0 “ 0
(see (2.1)), so that we have xpjy “ 0 and xpjpiy “ δi,jβ i, j “ 1, . . . , N ´ 1 (remark that this holds
true both for the FPUT and Toda’s potentials as the p-variables have the same distributions).
As a consequence, (5.27) becomes:
σ2G1 “
N
β
N´1ÿ
j“1
pg2j @pr2jD “ 1β @pr⊺HG21HprD “ 1β @r⊺G21rD . (5.28)
Since G1 is circulant symmetric matrix so is G
2
1 and its representing vector is d :“ g ‹ g.
Next we remark that the identity
B´řN´1
j“0 rj
¯2F
“ 0 implies
xrjriy “ ´ 1
N ´ 1
@
r20
D
, @i ‰ j .
Applying this property to (5.28) we get
σ2G1 “
1
β
N´1ÿ
j,l“0
dl xrjrj`ly “ N
β
@
r20
D
d0 ` 1
β
N´1ÿ
j,l
l‰0
dl xrjrj`ly
“ 1
β
@
r20
D˜
Nd0 ´ N
N ´ 1
Nÿ
l‰0
dl
¸
. (5.29)
By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3 we have that, for N sufficiently large,
@
r20
D ě cβ´1. Finally, since the
vectors g, d are m-admissible and 2m-admissible respectively we have that
d0 “ pg ‹ gq0 “
Ămÿ
j“0
g2j ě cm,
N´1ÿ
l‰0
dl “
2Ămÿ
l‰0
dl ď Cm, (5.30)
for some constants cm ą 0 and Cm ą 0. Plugging (5.30) into (5.29) we obtain (5.26) for the case
of m-admissible functions of the first kind.
For the case of admissible functions of the second kind, one has G2 “ p⊺G2p` r⊺G2r with G2
circulant, symmetric and represented by an m-admissible vector. Since p and r are independent
random variables one gets
σG2 “ σp⊺G2p`r⊺G2r “ σp⊺G2p ` σr⊺G2r ě σp⊺G2p.
Then arguing as in the previous case one gets (5.26).
By applying Proposition 5.3 to the quantity J
pmq
2 that is an m-admissible function of the first
or second kind depending on the parity of m, we obtain the following result.
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Corollary 5.4. The quadratic part J
pmq
2 of the Taylor expansion of the Toda integral J
pmq near
pp, rq “ p0, 0q satisfies
σ2
J
pmq
2
ě C N
β2
, (5.31)
for some constant C ą 0.
In a similar way we obtain a lower bound on the reminder J
pmq
ě3 of the Taylor expansion of
the Toda integral J pmq near p “ 0 and r “ 0.
Lemma 5.5. Fix m P N. There exist N0, β0, C ą 0 such that for any N ą N0, β ą β0, one has
σ2
J
pmq
ě3
ď C N
β3
. (5.32)
Proof. Recall from Lemma 3.7 that J
pmq
ě3 is a cyclic function generated by rhpmq1 :“ 1mϕpmqě3 . Thus,
denoting h
pmq
j :“ Sj´1rhpmq1 , we have J pmqě3 “ řNj“1 rhpmqj and its variance is given by
σ2
Jě3m
“
Nÿ
i,j“1
Arhpmqi rhpmqj E´ Arhpmqi EArhpmqj E . (5.33)
We can bound the correlations in (5.33) exploiting Lemma 4.2, provide we estimate first the
L2pdµF,θq and L2pdµT,θq norms of rhpmqi and rhpmqi rhpmqj . Proceeding with the same arguments as
in Lemma 5.2, one proves that there exists C˜ ą 0 such that for any N ą N0, β ą β0,
}rhpmqi }θ ď C˜β´3{2, }rhpmqi rhpmqj }θ ď C˜β´3. (5.34)
By Lemma 3.7, the function rhpmq1 has diameter at most m, so in particular if dpi, jq ą m, the
functions rhpmqi and rhpmqj have disjoint supports (recall (3.14)).
We are now in position to apply Lemma 4.2 and obtainˇˇˇArhpmqi rhpmqj E´ Arhpmqi EArhpmqj Eˇˇˇ ď C 1β3 , @i, j (5.35)ˇˇˇArhpmqi rhpmqj E´ Arhpmqi EArhpmqj Eˇˇˇ ď C 1Nβ3 , @i, j : dpi, jq ą m, (5.36)
for some constant C 1 ą 0. Thus we split the variance in (5.33) in two parts
σ2
J
pmq
ě3
“
ÿ
dpi,jqďm
Arhpmqi rhpmqj E´ Arhpmqi EArhpmqj E` ÿ
dpi,jqąm
Arhpmqi rhpmqj E´ Arhpmqi EArhpmqj E
and apply estimates (5.35), (5.36) to get (5.32).
Combining Corollary 5.4 and Lemma 5.5 we arrive to the following crucial proposition.
Proposition 5.6. Fix m P N. There exist N0, β0, C ą 0 such that for any N ą N0, β ą β0, one
has
σ2Jpmq ě C
N
β2
. (5.37)
Proof. By Lemma 3.7, we write J pmq “ J pmq0 `J pmq2 `J pmqě3 with J pmq0 constant. By Corollary 5.4
and Lemma 5.5 we deduce that for N and β large enough,
σJpmq “ σJpmq
2
`Jpmqě3
ě σ
J
pmq
2
´ σ
J
pmq
ě3
ě
?
N
β
˜?
C 1 ´
d
C
β
¸
,
which leads immediately to the claimed estimate (5.37).
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6 Proof of the main results
In this section we give the proofs of the main theorems of our paper.
6.1 Proof of Theorem 2.1
The proof is a straightforward application of Proposition 5.1 and 5.6. Having fixed m P N, we
apply (2.26) with Φ “ J pmq and λ “ β´ε to get
P
´ ˇˇˇ
J pmqptq ´ J pmqp0q
ˇˇˇ
ě σJpmqp0q
βε
¯
ď C1
C
ˆ |b´ 1|2
β2
` C2
β3
˙
β2εt2 (6.1)
from which one deduces the the statement of Theorem 2.1.
6.2 Proof of Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 2.5
The proofs of Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 2.5 are quite similar and we develop them at the same
time. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, the first step is to use Chebyshev inequality to bound
P p|Φptq ´ Φ| ą λσΦq ď 1
λ2
σ2
Φptq´Φ
σ2Φ
, (6.2)
where the time evolution is intended with respect to the FPUT flow φtF or the Toda flow φ
t
T .
Accordingly, the probability is calculated with respect to the FPUT Gibbs measure (2.5) or the
Toda Gibbs measure (2.22).
Next we observe that the quantity Φ :“ řN´1j“1 pgjEj defined in (2.20) can be written in the
form
Φpp, rq “
N´1ÿ
j“1
pgjEj “ 1
2
?
N
N´1ÿ
j,l“0
gl ppjpj`l ` rjrj`lq “ 1
2
?
N
G2pp, rq, (6.3)
where g P RN is a m-admissible vector and G2pp, rq is a m-admissible function of the second
kind, as in Definition 3.8. As the inequality (2.26) is scaling invariant, prove (6.2) is equivalent
to obtain that
P p|G2ptq ´G2| ą λσG2q ď
1
λ2
σ2G2ptq´G2
σ2G2
. (6.4)
Applying Proposition 5.3 we can estimate σ2G2 . We are then left to give an upper bound to
σ2G2ptq´G2 . By Lemma 3.10, there exists a unique sequence tcjuĂm´1j“0 , with maxj |cj | independent
from N , such that G2pp, rq “
řĂm´1
l“0 clJ
p2l`2q
2 , where J
p2l`2q
2 are defined in (3.24). Hence we
bound
σG2ptq´G2p0q ď
Ăm´1ÿ
l“0
|cl|σJp2l`2q
2
ptq´Jp2l`2q
2
p0q.
Next we interpolate J
p2lq
2 with the integrals J
p2lq and exploit the fact that they are adiabatic
invariants for the FPUT flow and integrals of motion for the Toda flow. More precisely
σ
J
p2lq
2
ptq´Jp2lq
2
p0q ď σJp2lq
2
ptq´Jp2lqptq ` σJp2lqp0q´Jp2lq
2
p0q (6.5)
` σJp2lqptq´Jp2lqp0q. (6.6)
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By the invariance of the two measures with respect to their corresponding flow and Lemma 5.5,
we get both for FPUT and Toda the estimate
σ
J
p2lq
2
ptq´Jp2lqptq “ σJp2lq
2
p0q´Jp2lqp0q “ σJp2lqě3 ď
d
C˜1N
β3
, (6.7)
for some constant C˜1 ą 0 and for β ą β0 and N ą N0. As (6.6) is zero for the Toda flow (being
J p2lqptq constant along the flow), we get
σ2G2˝φtT´G2 ď
C1N
β3
, (6.8)
for some constant C1 ą 0 and for β ą β0 and N ą N0. Combing Proposition 5.3 with (6.8) we
conclude that
P
`ˇˇ
G2 ˝ φtT ´G2
ˇˇ ą λσG2˘ ď C1λ2β (6.9)
and by choosing λ “ β´ε with 0 ă ε ă 1
2
we arrive to the expression (2.24), namely we have
concluded the proof of Theorem 2.5.
We are left to estimate (6.6) for FPUT, but this is exactly the quantity bounded in Proposition
5.1. We conclude that
σ2G2˝φtF´G2 ď
C1N
β3
` C3N
ˆ |b´ 1|2
β4
` C2
β5
˙
t2, (6.10)
for some constant Cj ą 0, j “ 1, 2, 3 and for β ą β0 and N ą N0.
Combing Proposition 5.3 with (6.10) we obtain
P
`ˇˇ
G2 ˝ φtF ´G2
ˇˇ ą λσG2˘ ď C1λ2β ` C3λ2
ˆ |b´ 1|2
β2
` C2
β3
˙
t2. (6.11)
Choosing λ “ β´ε with 0 ă ε ă 1
4
, (6.11) is equivalent to
P
ˆˇˇ
G2 ˝ φtF ´G2
ˇˇ ą σG2
βε
˙
ď C1
β2ε
, (6.12)
for some redefine constant C1 ą 0 and for every time t fulfilling
|t| ď β
1´2ε´
pb´ 1q2 ` C2β´1
¯1{2 .
We have thus concluded the proof of Theorem 2.4.
A Proof of Lemma 3.7
In order to prove Lemma 3.7 we describe more specifically the Toda integrals and characterize
their quadratic parts. Equation (3.15) follows by the explicit expression of h
pmq
j in (3.2), as the
coefficients ρpmqpn,kq do not depend on the index j. We recall that hpmq1 takes the form
h
pmq
1 pp, rq “
ÿ
pk,nqPApmq
p´1q|k|ρpmqpn,kqpke´n⊺r ,
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with
suppk, suppn Ď BdĂmp0q :“ tj : dp0, jq ď rmu, |k| ` 2|n| “ m.
In particular it is clear that h
pmq
1 has diameter 2rm ď m.
Now we Taylor expand around r “ 0 the exponential with integral remainder:
e´n
⊺r “ 1´ n⊺r` 1
2
pn⊺rq2 ` pn
⊺rq3
2
ż 1
0
e´sn
⊺r p1 ´ sq2 ds
and we substitute it in h
pmq
1 , obtaining an expansion of the form:
h
pmq
1 pp, rq “
ÿ
pk,nqPApmq
p´1q|k|ρpmqpn,kqpk
ˆ
1´ n⊺r` 1
2
pn⊺rq2 ` pn
⊺rq3
2
ż 1
0
e´sn
⊺r p1´ sq2 ds
˙
.
We can rewrite the above expression in the form
h
pmq
1 pp, rq “ ϕpmq0 ` ϕpmq1 pp, rq ` ϕpmq2 pp, rq ` ϕpmqě3 pp, rq ,
where ϕ
pmq
ℓ , ℓ “ 0, 1, 2, are the Taylor polynomials at pp, rq “ p0,0q. Their explicit expressions
read
ϕ
pmq
0 “
ÿ
p0,nqPApmq
ρpmqpn,0q , ϕpmq1 “ ´
ÿ
p0,nqPApmq
ρpmqpn,0qn⊺r ´
ÿ
pk,nqPApmq
|k|“1
ρpmqpn,kqpk,
ϕ
pmq
2 “
ÿ
p0,nqPApmq
ρpmqpn,0q pn
⊺rq2
2
`
ÿ
pk,nqPApmq
|k|“1
ρpmqpn,kqpkn⊺r`
ÿ
pk,nqPApmq
|k|“2
ρpmqpn,kqpk.
We deduce from these explicit formulas that if m is odd then ϕ
pmq
0 ” 0 as well as the first
sum defining ϕ
pmq
1 and the first and last one defining ϕ
pmq
2 . Indeed the sums are carried on an
empty set. If m is even the second sum defining ϕ
pmq
1 and the second one defining ϕ
pmq
2 are zero
for the same reason. Concerning ϕ
pmq
ě3 , it has a zero of order greater than 3 in the variables
pp, rq, and it has the form
ϕ
pmq
ě3 pp, rq :“
ÿ
pk,nqPApmq
|k|ě3
p´1q|k|ρpmqpn,kqpk
ˆ
1´ n⊺r` 1
2
pn⊺rq2 ` pn
⊺rq3
2
ż 1
0
e´sn
⊺r p1´ sq2 ds
˙
.
These, together with the explicit formula of ρpmqpn,kq, prove (3.21).
It is easy to see that defining
J
pmq
0 :“
1
m
N´1ÿ
j“0
Sjϕ
pmq
0 , J
pmq
1 :“
1
m
N´1ÿ
j“0
Sjϕ
pmq
1 ,
J
pmq
2 :“
1
m
N´1ÿ
j“0
Sjϕ
pmq
2 , J
pmq
ě3 :“
1
m
N´1ÿ
j“0
Sjϕ
pmq
ě3 ,
we immediately get that
J pmq “ J pmq0 ` J pmq1 ` J pmq2 ` J pmqě3 .
Clearly J
pmq
0 it is a constant that is zero form odd; moreover thanks to the boundary condition
(2.4) and the linearity of J
pmq
1 we have that J
pmq
1 “ 0. Further, J pmqě3 is clearly a cyclic function.
In order to get (3.24) and (3.25) for J
pmq
2 we have to split the proof in two different cases.
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Case m odd. In this case thanks to the property of ϕ
pmq
2 , the definition of J
pmq
2 and (3.20) we
get that there exists a cyclic and symmetric matrix Bpmq such that:
J
pmq
2 “ p⊺Bpmqr.
Moreover since the diampkq, diampnq defining ϕpmq2 are at most rm (see Remark 3.4) we have
that the vector bpmq representing the matrix Bpmq is m-admissible and from (3.4) we have that
b
pmq
j “ bpmqN´j are positive integers for all j “ 0, . . . , rm.
Case m even. As before there exist two matrices Apmq, Dpmq represented by m-admissible
vectors such that:
J
pmq
2 “ p⊺Apmqp` r⊺Dpmqr , apmqk “ apmqN´k P N , dpmqk “ dpmqN´k P N , 0 ď k ď rm.
We have just to prove that the two matrices are equal; to do this we exploit the involution
property of the Toda integrals. Indeed we know that
 
J pjq, J pkq
( “ 0, for any j, k. It follows
easily that also their quadratic parts must commute:!
J
pkq
2 , J
pjq
2
)
“ 0, @ k, j. (A.1)
To compute explicitly the Poisson bracket we change coordinates via the Hartley transform (2.16)
getting that:
J
pmq
2 “
?
N
N´1ÿ
j“1
pajp2j ` pdjpr2j “ ?N N´1ÿ
j“1
pajp2j ` pdjω2j pq2j ,
J
p2q
2 “
1
2
ÿ
j
p2j ` ω2j pq2j ,
where ωj “ 2 sin
`
π j
N
˘
. As the Hartley transform is a symplectic map, by (A.1) we get
0 “
!
J
p2q
2 , J
pmq
2
)
“
?
N
N´1ÿ
j“1
ω2j
´paj ´ pdj¯ pjpqj , (A.2)
which implies that paj “ pdj for all j ‰ 0. To prove that also pa0 “ pd0 we come back to the original
variables getting that:
a
pmq
j “
1?
N
pa0 ` 1?
N
N´1ÿ
k“1
paj ˆcosˆ2π jk
N
˙
` sin
ˆ
2π
jk
N
˙˙
,
d
pmq
j “
1?
N
pd0 ` 1?
N
N´1ÿ
k“1
paj ˆcosˆ2π jk
N
˙
` sin
ˆ
2π
jk
N
˙˙
,
@ j. (A.3)
This means that a
pmq
j ´dpmqj “ pa0´ pd0?N for all j “ 0, . . . , N´1. Since apmq, dpmq arem-admissible
it follows that a
pmqĂm`1 “ dpmqĂm`1 “ 0 so that
pa0 ´ pd0?
N
“ apmqĂm`1 ´ dpmqĂm`1 “ 0,
which proves the statement.
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B Proof of Lemma 4.3
We prove the lemma for both the FPUT and Toda measure.
First of all we observe that for d, v “ 2, 3:
1
4d
ź
jPSuppn
min
`
e´dnjrj , 1
˘ ď ˆż 1
0
e´ξn
⊺rp1´ ξqvdξ
˙d
ď 1
3d
ź
jPSuppn
max
`
e´dnjrj , 1
˘
. (B.1)
This means that we have actually to prove that for any fixed multi-index k, l,n P NN0 there
exist two constants C
p1q
k,l P R and Cp2qk,l ą 0 such that:
C
pkrl
ź
jPSuppn
min
`
e´njrj , 1
˘G
θ
ě Cp1qk,lβ´
|k|`|l|
2 , (B.2)
C
pkrl
ź
jPSuppn
max
`
e´njrj , 1
˘G
θ
ď Cp2qk,lβ´
|k|`|l|
2 . (B.3)
Moreover since for the two measures dµF,θ, dµT,θ all p and r are independent random variables
and moreover the pj are independent and normally distributed according to N p0, β´1q, it followsC
pkrl
ź
jPSuppn
min
`
e´njrj , 1
˘G
θ
“ @pkD
θ
C
rl
ź
jPSuppn
min
`
e´njrj , 1
˘G
θ
(B.4)
C
pkrl
ź
jPSuppn
max
`
e´njrj , 1
˘G
θ
“ @pkD
θ
C
rl
ź
jPSuppn
max
`
e´njrj , 1
˘G
θ
(B.5)
where @
pk
D
θ
“
Cź
i
pkii
G
θ
“
$’&’%
ź
i
pki ´ 1q!!
β
ki
2
, ki all even
0, some ki odd
(B.6)
Here k!! denotes the double factorial. Instead the distribution of the rj is different for the two
measures, so we need to calculate it separately for the FPUT and Toda chain.
FPUT chain. Let’s start considering
@
rl min pe´nr, 1qD
θ
:
@
rl min
`
e´nr, 1
˘D
θ
“
ş
R´ r
le
´θr´β
´
r2
2
` r3
3
` r4
4
¯
dr ` ş
R` r
le´nre´θr´β
´
r2
2
` r3
3
` r4
4
¯
drş
R
e
´θr´β
´
r2
2
` r3
3
` r4
4
¯
dr
“ β´ l2
ş
R´ r
le
´ θ?
β
r´
´
r2
2
` r3
3
?
β
` r4
4β
¯
dr ` ş
R` r
le
´ n?
β
r
e
´ θ?
β
r´
´
r2
2
` r3
3
?
β
` r4
4β
¯
drş
R
e
´ θ?
β
r´
´
r2
2
` r3
3
?
β
` r4
4β
¯
dr
ě β´ l2
ş
R´ r
le
´ θ?
β
r´
´
r2
2
` r3
3
?
β
` r4
4β
¯
drş
R
e
´ θ?
β
r´
´
r2
2
` r3
3
?
β
` r4
4β
¯
dr
.
(B.7)
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Since for β large enough θpβq is uniformly bounded, it follows that there is a positive constant
Cl such that: @
rl min
`
e´nr, 1
˘D
θ
ě p´1ql Cl
β
l
2
. (B.8)
We notice that if l is even then the right end side of (B.8) is positive. The proof for@
rl max pe´nr, 1qD
θ
follows in the same way so we get the claim for the FPUT chain.
Toda chain. For the Toda chain the computation is a little bit more involved, so we prefer to
split it in different parts.
Lemma B.1. Consider the measure 4.2, then there exists a β0 ą 0 such that for all β ą β0
there exists θ ” θpβq P r1{3, 2s such that
@
rkj
D
θ
“
$&%0 k “ 1Oˆ 1
β
k
2
˙
k ‰ 1 . (B.9)
Proof. First we prove that, for any β large enough, we can chose θpβq in a compact interval I
such that xrjyθ “ 0. We notice that:
@
rk
D
θ
“ p´1qk B
k
θ
ş
R
e´pθ`βqr´βe
´r
drş
R
e´pθ`βqr´βe´rdr
pe´r“xq“ p´1qk B
k
θ
ş
R` x
θ`β´1e´βxdxş
R` x
θ`β´1e´βxdx
“ p´1qk
Bkθ Γpβ`θqβθ
Γpβ`θq
βθ
,
(B.10)
where Γpzq is the usual Gamma function and we used the following equality:ż 8
0
tz´1e´xtdt “ Γpzq
xz
.
In the case k “ 1 one obtains
xryθ “ logpβq ´
Γ1pθ ` βq
Γpθ ` βq . (B.11)
Introducing the digamma function ψpzq “ Γ1pzq
Γpzq [27] and using the inequality
log x´ 1
x
ď ψpxq ď log x´ 1
2x
, @x ą 0,
it is easy to show that there exists β0 ą 0 such that @β ą β0 one has
ψ
ˆ
1
3
` β
˙
ď log
ˆ
1
3
` β
˙
´ 1
2p1{3` βq ď log β
and
ψp2` βq ě logp2` βq ´ 1
2` β ě log β.
Since x ÞÑ ψpxq is continuous on p1,`8q, by the intermediate value theorem there exists θpβq P
r1{3, 2s fulfilling ψpθ ` βq “ log β which implies by (B.11) that
xrjyθ “ logpβq ´
Γ1pθ ` βq
Γpθ ` βq “ 0. (B.12)
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We will prove the remaining part of the claim by induction; (B.10) leads in the case k “ 2 to:
@
r2
D
θ
“ β
θ
Γpθ ` βqBθ
ˆ
Γ1pθ ` βq ´ lnpβqΓpθ ` βq
βθ
˙
“ β
θ
Γpθ ` βqBθ
ˆ
βθ
Γpθ ` βq pψpθ ` βq ´ lnpβqq
˙
“ xrjyθ pψpθ ` βq ´ lnpβqq ` ψp1qpθ ` βq
“ ψp1qpθ ` βq,
(B.13)
where ψpsq is the sth polygamma function defined as ψpsqpzq :“ B
sψpzq
Bzs . For x P R it has the
following expansion as xÑ `8 :
ψpsqpxq „ p´1qs`1
8ÿ
k“0
pk ` s´ 1q!
k!
Bk
xk`s
, s ě 1 , (B.14)
where Bk are the Bernoulli number of the second kind. Therefore@
r2
D
θ
“ ψp1qpθ ` βq βąβ0“ O
ˆ
1
β
˙
.
So the first inductive step is proved. Next suppose the statement true for k and let us prove
it for k ` 1.
@
rk`1
D
θ
“ p´1qk`1 β
θ
Γpθ ` βqB
k
θ
ˆ
Γ1pθ ` βq ´ lnpβqΓpθ ` βq
βθ
˙
“ p´1qk`1 β
θ
Γpθ ` βqB
k
θ
ˆ
βθ
Γpθ ` βq pψpθ ` βq ´ lnpβqq
˙
“ p´1qk`1 β
θ
Γpθ ` βqB
k
θ
ˆ
βθ
Γpθ ` βq
˙
pψpθ ` βq ´ lnpβqq
` p´1qk`1 β
θ
Γpθ ` βq
kÿ
n“1
ˆ
k
n
˙
Bk´nθ
ˆ
βθ
Γpθ ` βq
˙
Bnθ ψpθ ` βq
“ 0`
kÿ
n“1
ˆ
k
n
˙
p´1qn`1 @rk´nD
θ
Bnθψpθ ` βq “ O
ˆ
1
β
k
2
˙
,
(B.15)
where we used (B.12) and (B.14).
We are now ready to prove the last part of Lemma 4.3 for the Toda chain:
@
rl maxp1, e´nrqD
θ
“
ş
R` r
le´pθ`βqr´βe
´r
dr ` ş
R´ r
le´pθ`β´nqr´βe
´r
drş
R
e´θr´βe´rdr
ď
ş
R` r
le´pθ`βqr´βe
´r
drş
R
e´pθ`βqr´βe´rdr
.
(B.16)
The last integral can be estimated in the same way as in the previous lemma, moreover the
lower bound follows in the same way, so we get the claim also for the Toda chain.
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C Measure approximation
In this section we show how to approximate the measure dµ, in which the variables are con-
strained, with the measure dµθ, where all variables are independent. The proof follows the
construction of [28] (where it is done for Dirichlet boundary conditions) which applies both to
the Gibbs measure of FPUT (2.5) and Toda (2.22). To simplify the construction we consider a
general potential V : RÑ R and make the following assumptions:
(V1) There exist β0 ą 0 and a compact interval I Ă R such that for any β ą β0, there exists
θ ” θpβq P I such that ż
R
r e´θr´βV prq dr “ 0. (C.1)
(V2) There exist β0, C1, C2 ą 0 such that for any β ą β0, with θ “ θpβq of (V1), one has
C1
βk{2
ă
ż
R
|r|k e´θr´βV prq dr ă C2
βk{2
, k “ 0, . . . , 4. (C.2)
In particular the moments up to order 4 are finite.
(V3) There exists β0 ą 0 such that @β ą β0, with θ “ θpβq of (V1), one has
inf
rPR
|θr ` βV prq| ą ´8, (C.3)
namely the function r ÞÑ θr ` βV prq is bounded from below.
Both the FPUT potential VF pxq and the Toda potential VT pxq satisfy the assumptions (V1)–
(V3) by the results of Appendix B.
We define the constraint measure dµV on the restricted phase spaceM as
dµV :“ 1
ZV pβq e
´βřNj“1 p2j2 e´βřNj“1 V prjq δ
˜ÿ
j
rj “ 0
¸
δ
˜ÿ
j
pj “ 0
¸
dp dr, (C.4)
and the unconstrained measure dµVθ on the extended phase space R
N ˆ RN as
dµVθ :“
1
ZV,θpβq e
´βřNj“1 p2j {2 e´βřNj“1 V prjq e´θřNj“1 rj dp dr; (C.5)
as usual ZV pβq and ZV,θpβq are the normalizing constants of dµV , dµVθ respectively . We denote
the expectation of f with respect to the measure dµV as xfyV , and with respect to the measure
dµVθ as xfyV,θ.
We also denote by }f}V,θ :“
@
f2
D1{2
V,θ
the L2 norm of f with respect to the measure dµVθ .
The main result is the following one:
Theorem C.1. Assume that (V1)–(V3) hold true. Fix K P N and assume that f : RNˆRN Ñ R
have support of size K (according to definition 3.11) and finite second order moment with respect
to dµVθ . Then there exist C,N0 and β0 such that for all N ą N0, β ą β0 one hasˇˇˇ
xfyV ´ xfyV,θ
ˇˇˇ
ď CK
N
b
xf2yV,θ ´ xfy2V,θ. (C.6)
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C.1 Proof of Theorem C.1
Introduce the structure function
ΩNpxq :“
ż
x1`...`xN“x
e´β
ř
N
j“1 V pxjq dx1 . . .dxN , @x P R. (C.7)
The important remark is that ΩN pxq is N -times the convolution of the function e´βV pxq with
itself thus it is the density function of the sum of N iid random variables distributed as e´βV pxq.
Next, for θ P R, we define the conjugate distribution
U
pθq
N pxq :“
1
pzθpβqqN
e´θx ΩN pxq, zθpβq :“
ż
R
e´βV pxq´θx dx, (C.8)
As before, we remark that U
pθq
N pxq it is N -times the convolution of the function e´βV pxq´θx
with itself thus it is the density function of the sum of N iid random variables tY pθqn pβqu1ďnďN
distribute as
Y pθqn pβq „ Y pθq :“
1
zθpβqe
´βV pxq´θx dx, (C.9)
moreover thanks to (C.1) we know that
@
Y pθq
D “ 0.
The central limit theorem says that the rescaled random variable
1
σ
?
N
Nÿ
n“1
Y pθqn pβq converges
in distribution to a normal N p0, 1q. We want to apply a more refined version of this result, called
local central limit theorem, which describes the asymptotic of this convergence.
In particular we will use a local central theorem whose proof can be found in [33, Theorem
VII.15]; to state it, we first define the functions
qνpxq :“ 1?
2π
e´
x2
2
ÿ
Bpνq
Hj`2spxq
νź
d“1
1
kd!
ˆ
γd`2
pd` 2q!σd`2
˙kd
(C.10)
where Hj is the j-th Hermite polynomial, γd is the d-th cumulant
1 of Y
pθq
n pβq, and Bpνq is the
set of all non-negative integer solutions k1, . . . , kν of the equalities k1 ` 2k2` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` νkν “ ν, and
s “ k1 ` k2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` kν .
Theorem C.2 (Local central limit). Let tXnu be a sequence of iid variables such that
(i) For any 1 ď n ď N , one has E rXns “ 0.
(ii) There exists k ě 3 such that E “|Xn|k‰ ă `8 for all n. Moreover σ2 :“ E “X2n‰ ą 0.
(iii) The random variable 1
σ
?
N
řN
n“1Xn has a bounded density pN pxq.
Then there exists C ą 0 such that
sup
x
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇpN pxq ´ 1?2πe´ x22 `
k´2ÿ
ν“1
qνpxq
Nν{2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď CN pk´2q{2 , (C.11)
where the qν ’s are defined in (C.10).
1We recall that γd “
ř
Cpdq d!p´1q
m1`...`md´1 pm1 ` . . .`md ´ 1q!
ś
d
l“1
α
ml
l
ml!pl!q
ml
where αl is the l
th mo-
ment of the random variable and Cpdq is the set of all non-negative integer solution of
ř
l
lml “ d.
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Applying this theorem in case Xn “ Y pθqn pβq , one gets the following result:
Corollary C.3. Assume (V1)–(V3). There exist N0, β0, C ą 0 such that for all N ě N0, β ą β0
one has ˇˇˇˇ
ˇU pθqN pxq ´ 1?2πσ2N exp
ˆ
´ x
2
2σ2N
˙
`
2ÿ
ν“1
qνpx{σ
?
Nq
N pν`1q{2σ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď CN3{2σ . (C.12)
Proof. We verify that the assumptions of Theorem C.2 are met in case Xn “ Y pθqn pβq.
Item piq and piiq hold true thanks to assumptions (V1) and (V2), in particular piiq is true with
k “ 4. To verify piiiq, we note that 1
σ
?
N
Nÿ
n“1
Y pθqn pβq has density given by σ
?
N U
pθq
N pσ
?
Nxq.
This last function is N -times the convolution of gθprq :“ e´θr´βV prq. By assumption (V3),
gθ P L8pRq and by (V2) it belongs also to L1pRq. So Young’s convolution inequality implies that
σ
?
N U
pθq
N pσ
?
Nxq is bounded uniformly in x, hence piiiq of Theorem C.2 is verified.
We apply Theorem C.2 with pN pxq “ σ
?
N U
pθq
N pσ
?
Nxq, then rescale the variable x to get
(C.12).
We study also the structure function
rΩN pξq :“ ż
ξ1`...`ξN“ξ
e´
β
2
ř
N
j“1 ξ
2
j dξ1 . . . dξN .
and the normalized distribution
rUNpξq :“ 1przθpβqqN rΩN pξq, rzθpβq :“
ż
R
e´
β
2
ξ2 dξ. (C.13)
We have the following result:
Lemma C.4. For any N ě 1, any β ą 0, one has
rUN pξq “c β
2πN
exp
ˆ
´βξ
2
2N
˙
. (C.14)
Proof. The function rUN is the N -times convolution of Gaussian functions of the form gpξq :“b
β
2π
e´
β
2
ξ2 . Since convolution of Gaussians is a Gaussian whose variance is the sum of the
variances, (C.13) follows.
We can finally prove Theorem C.1:
Proof of Theorem C.1. The proof follows closely [28]. We assume that f is supported on 1, . . . ,K,
the other cases being analogous. Using that
ZV pβq “ ΩN p0q rΩN p0q,
and denoting rp :“ pp1, . . . , pKq and r :“ pr1, . . . , rKq, we write
xfprp,rqyV “ ż
RKˆRK
fprp,rq ΩN´K
´
´řKj“1 rj¯
ΩN p0q
rΩN´K ´´řKj“1 pk¯rΩN p0q drµ
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where drµ :“ exp´´βřKj“1 p2j2 ´ βřKj“1 V prjq¯ drpdr. As, by (C.8) and (C.13),
ΩN´Kpxq
ΩN p0q “
U
pθq
N´Kpxq
U
pθq
N p0q
eθx
pzθpβqqK ,
rΩN´KpξqrΩN p0q “
rU pθqN´KpξqrU pθqN p0q
1
przθpβqqK ,
we write the difference xfyV ´ xfyV,θ as
xfyV ´ xfyV,θ “
ż
RKˆRK
fprp,rq e´θřKj“1 rjpzθpβqqK przθpβqqK Upθqprp,rqdrµ
where
Upθqprp,rq :“ U pθqN´K
´
´řKj“1 rj¯
U
pθq
N p0q
rU pθqN´K ´´řKj“1 pj¯rU pθqN p0q ´ 1.
Now we use that ż
RKˆRK
e´θ
řK
j“1 rj
pzθpβqqK przθpβqqK Upθqprp,rqdrµ “ x1yV ´ x1yV,θ “ 0
so that we can write the difference xfyV ´ xfyV,θ as
xfyV ´ xfyV,θ “
ż
RKˆRK
´
fprp,rq ´ xfyV,θ¯ e´θ
řK
j“1 rj
pzθpβqqK przθpβqqK Upθqprp,rqdrµ
Using Cauchy-Schwartz we obtain thatˇˇˇ
xfyV ´ xfyV,θ
ˇˇˇ
ď }f ´ xfyV,θ }V,θ }Upθq}V,θ,
so in order to prove (C.6) we are left to show that uniformly in N and β one has
}Upθq}V,θ ď CK
N
. (C.15)
Using (C.12) and (C.14), we have thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇU
pθq
N´K pxq
U
pθq
N p0q
rU pθqN´K pξqrU pθqN p0q ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď C
ˆˇˇˇˇ
e
´ x2
2σ2pN´Kq´
βξ2
2pN´Kq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
` NpN ´Kq3{2 q1
ˆ
x
σ
?
N ´K
˙
` K
N ´K
˙
Next we use that |e´a2´b2 ´ 1| ď a2 ` b2, the explicit expression
q1pxq “ 1?
2π
e´
x2
2 px3 ´ 3xq γ3
6 σ3
,
the estimate
γ3
6 σ3
ď C for some C independent of β (which follows by (C.2) as in our case
γ3 ď Cβ´3{2), to obtain that there exists C ą 0 such that @N ě N0, @β ě β0,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇU
pθq
N´K pxq
U
pθq
N p0q
rU pθqN´K pξqrU pθqN p0q ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď CN
ˆ
K ` βξ2 ` x
σ
` x
2
σ2
` x
3
σ3N
˙
.
Substituting x ” ´řKj“1 rj , ξ ” ´řKj“1 pj , and computing the L2 norm (with respect to dµVθ )
of the terms in the r.h.s. of the last formula give the claimed estimate (C.15).
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D Proof of Theorem 3.1
In this appendix we prove Theorem 3.1. From the structure of the matrix Lax matrix L in (2.11),
we immediately get
rLmsjjpa,bq “ Sj´1 prLms11pa,bqq ,
where Sj is the shift defined in (3.7), thus we have to prove formula (3.2) just for the case j “ 1.
To accomplish this result we need to introduce the notion of super Motzkin path and super
Motzkin polynomial, that generalize the notion of Motzkin path and Motzkin polynomial [32,37].
Definition D.1. A super Motzkin path p of size m is a path in the integer plane N0 ˆ Z from
p0, 0q to pm, 0q where the permitted steps from p0, 0q are: the step up p1, 1q, the step down p1,´1q
and the horizontal step p1, 0q. A similar definition applies to all other vertices of the path.
The set of all super Motzkin paths of size m will be denoted by sMm.
In order to introduce the super Motzkin polynomial associated to these paths we have to
define their weight. This is done in the following way: to each up step that occurs at height k,
i.e. it joins the points pl, kq and pl ` 1, k ` 1q, we associate the weight ak, to a down step that
joins the points pl, kq and pl`1, k´1q we associate the weight ak´1, to each horizontal step from
pl, kq to pl` 1, kq we associate the weight bk. Since k P Z, the index of ak and bk are understood
modulus N .
At this point we can define the total weight wppq of a super Motzkin path p to be the
product of weights of its individual steps. So it is a monomial in the commuting variables
pb, aq “ pb´Ăm, . . . , bĂm, a´Ăm, . . . , aĂmq, where rm “ tm{2u. We remark that the total weight do not
characterize uniquely the path. We are now ready to give the definition of Motzkin polynomial:
Definition D.2. The super Motzkin polynomial sPmpa,bq is the sum of all weight of the elements
of sMm:
sPmpa,bq “
ÿ
pPsMm
wppq . (D.1)
We are now ready to relate the Toda integrals to the super Motzkin polynomial sPmpa,bq.
Proposition D.3. Given the Lax matrix L in (2.11) then:
rLms1,1 pa,bq “ sPmpa,bq . (D.2)
where the super Motzkin polynomial sPmpa,bq is defined in (D.1) and aj ” ajmodN , bj ”
bjmodN .
Proof. In general we have that:
rLms1,1 “
ÿ
jPNm´1
L1,j1Lj1,j2 . . . Ljm´1,1 (D.3)
To every element of the sum we associate the path with vertices
p0, 0q, p1, rj1 ´ 1, q, p2, rj2 ´ 1q, . . . , pℓ, rjℓ ´ 1q, . . . , pm´ 1,rjm´1 ´ 1q, pm, 0q
where rjk “
#
jk if jk ă rm
jk ´N if jk ě rm
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This is a super Motzkin path pj and we can associate the weight wppjq as in the description
above therefore we have
L1,j1Lj1,j2 . . . Ljm´1,1 “ wppjq
This is clearly a bijection. The sum of the weights of all possible super Motzkin paths, is defined
to be the super Motzkin polynomial sPmpa,bq and thus we get the claim.
Proceeding as in [32, Proposition 1], we are able to prove the following result, which together
with Proposition D.3 proves Theorem 3.1:
Proposition D.4. The super Motzkin polynomial of size m is given explicitly as
sPmpa,bq “
ÿ
pn,kqPApmq
ρpn,kq
Ămź
i“´Ăm a
2ni
i b
ki
i (D.4)
where Apmq is the set
Apmq :“
!
pn,kq P Nm0 ˆ Nm0 :
Ămÿ
i“´Ăm p2ni ` kiq “ m,
@i ě 0, ni “ 0ñ ni`1 “ ki`1 “ 0,
@i ă 0, ni`1 “ 0ñ ni “ ki “ 0
) , (D.5)
where rm “ tm{2u and ρpmqpn,mq P N is given by
ρpmqpn,kq :“
ˆ
n´1 ` n0 ` k0
k0
˙ˆ
n´1 ` n0
n0
˙ Ămź
i“´Ăm
i‰´1
ˆ
ni ` ni`1 ` ki`1 ´ 1
ki`1
˙ˆ
ni ` ni`1 ´ 1
ni`1
˙
.
(D.6)
Proof. For a give super Motzkin path p starting at p0, 0q and finishing at p0,mq let ki be the
number of horizontal steps at height i and let ni be the number of step up from height i to i` 1.
We remark the number ni of step up from height i to i` 1 is equal to the number of step down
from i` 1 to i. We define the vectors k “ pk´Ăm, k´Ăm`1, . . . , kĂmq and n “ pn´Ăm, n´Ăm`1, . . . , nĂmq
and we associate the product Ămź
i“´Ăm a
2ni
i b
ki
i .
Next we need to sum over all possible super Motzkin path p of length m connecting p0, 0q to
p0,mq. Since the number of steps up is equal to the number of steps down, one necessarily have
Ămÿ
i“´Ăm p2ni ` kiq “ m.
Furthermore since the path is connected it follows that it is not possible to have a vertex at
height i ` 1 without have a vertex at height i ą 0 and the other way round if i ă 0. Therefore
one has
@i ě 0, ni “ 0ñ ni`1 “ ki`1 “ 0,
@i ă 0, ni`1 “ 0ñ ni “ ki “ 0 .
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This proves the definition of the set Apmq in (D.5). The final step of the proof is to count the num-
ber of paths associated to the vectors k “ pk´Ăm, k´Ăm`1, . . . , kĂmq and n “ pn´Ăm, n´Ăm`1, . . . , nĂmq.
We want to show that this number is equal to ρpmqpn,kq.
A horizontal step at height i can occur just after a step up to height i, another horizontal
step at height i, or a step down to height i. This leaves a total of ni`ni`1 different positions at
which a horizontal step at height i can occur. Since we have ki of horizontal steps, the number
of different configurations with these step counts is the number of ways to choose ki elements
from a set of cardinality ni ` ni`1 with repetitions allowed, i.e.
`
ni`ni`1`ki´1
ki
˘
.
The number of different configurations with ni steps at height i and ni`1 at height i ` 1 is
given by the number of multi-sets of cardinality ni`1 taken from a set of cardinality ni and this
number is equal to
`
ni`ni`1´1
ni`1
˘
.
For the horizontal steps at height 0, they can also occur at the beginning of the path, this
increase the number of possible positions by 1, so the number of these configurations with these
steps counts is
`
n0`n´1`k0
k0
˘
. In this way we have obtained the coefficient ρpmqpn,kq.
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